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  I THE SPIRIT OF THE SCHOLAR-OFFICIAL OF THE
   LAST CHIN (fSi) DYNASTY AND YUAN CH`U (jii Ettl)

           Bunji TAKAHASHI, Otemon University

 Sun Kai-ti (esvatee) proved when writing Ydian-ch`ti-chia le`ao-ldieh

(iiiwhaiZ;N2}) that many scholar-oMcials were included among the

authors of YUan-ch`U (iten) in the thirteenth century. Generally
speaking, the Mongol regime inflicted a severe shock on the estab-

lished pattern of life of the scholar-oficial and this very shock led

them to write YUan-ch`tt (Jftwh). The spirit of the'scholar-oMcial

of the last Chin (S) dynasty had a great effect on the following
generation. Some of those in this following generation were the
authors of YUan-ch`U (jitm) and were recognized as literati among

the common people.
  It seems that Ytian-ch`U (jtts) was popular in Tung-p`ing (IffIZIS)

in the middle of the thirteenth century. To prove this statement
I'd like to give some examples. Yen Chung-chi (ca,Upt) who had
Tung-p`ing (JEIIZIS) under his control at that time was the author

of San-ch`U '(twan), and was a patron of several actresses. Moreover,

Tung-p`ing (IsllZIS) produced not only him but many of the authors
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of Ytian-ch`U (Jtts). And it was in this Tung-p`ing (JIRZIS) that the

people of the governing classes inherited the spirit of the last Chin

(S) dynasty. Actually many scholar-oMcials from the Chin (S)
dynasty were protected and well treated in Tung-p`ing (JEZiS). Some

of them wrote San-ch`U (twts). Some of these protected scholar-
oficials in Tung-p`ing (JijIZF) became patrons of actresses, possessed

a spirit of humor and joviality, and stood aloof from mundane
affairs. All these trends are in common with the characteristics
of Yttan-ch`ti (5iian). Needless to say, the scholar-oMcials of the

last Chin (fci2) dynasty also possessed the same spirit. Thus, they

wanted to gain release from the uncertain times. Furthermore,
some of the literature of the last Chin (S) dynasty is similar to
the later YUan-ch`U (Jitut) in its thought and point of view. All
these points show the mutual relationship between YUan-ch`tt (jti
de) and the society of the last Chin (k) dynasty.

     II A STUDY OF THE HAN SHAN CHI (•A va-E)

           Norihiko AKAMATSU, Ky6to University

  The drama Han-shan-chi ('?i JYE-E) by Chang K`u-p`in (eeut-ff) of

the Ytian (Je) dynasty is a story of the parting and reunion of par-

ents, their son and his wife, and their grandson. The drama is so
named, because the undergarment(han-shan '}FJY)the mother tore and
gave half of which to the son's wife at their parting proves they
are relatives at the time of reunion. We can findasimilar story
in the T`ai-P`in.a-leuang-chi (IJttZISmaE-e), so we can say this drama is

grounded on a story well-known at that time.
  In studying the YUan tsa-chU (J[ireEE), one of the most important

subjects concerns the differences among various versions of the
text. Generally speaking, these versions are classified into three

types. The first is the version printed in the YUan (J[i) dynasty,
the next is the manuscript of the play-book owned by the Ming
(HE) Court, and the third is the version printed in the Ming (HE).
The Han-shan-chi ('A JleE ) is the only drama which is completely
available in these three versions; namely the Ytian-k`an leu-chin tsa-

ehti (JtPJrtemeptJ), the Mo-wang-kuan ch`ao-hsiao-P2n ku-chin tsa-cha
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(MxgeetzJ ESEJdy Itfz4Årmeeeif), and the Ytian-ch`di-hsztan (Jt-ue). In this

study, the Ytian-h`an ku-ehin tsa-chti (Jt+iji!it(ÅrLmeEII) version is re-

garded as a script used for actual performances in the YUan (it)
dynasty, and the Mo-wang-kuan ch`ao-hsiao-pen leu-chin tsa-chdi (MK
SeeWri llSZJits ikZÅrmeEIJ) as a Ming (HA) dynasty script, but the Ytian-

ch`a-hsuan (Jitmaue) as a versicn revised by its editor, TsangChin-

shu (waffzB()•

  The most important difference among these versions is the cha-
racter of the supporting role of Ch`ao Hsing-sun (recaes), who was
indebted to the lead Chang Yi(ltue), as found in the opening scene.
At the denouement Ch`ao Hsing-sun (repaes) is portrayed as a robber
in the Yofan-le`an leza-chzn tsa-cha (itPJkemeuell) and the Mo-wang-
kzaan ch`ao-hsiao-Pen leu-chin tsa-chti (ntK$eetz!hBEJ6s "A7 faeeJ). A char-

acter such as that possessed by Ch`ao Hsing-sun (eeS es) is similar

to Sung Pin (JkW.) who occupies the supporting role in the Ku-
han-t`ing (ut9.l.(E;), in that, having first received a favor, he later

appears before his benefactor as a robber. Furthermore, the act
of the favor being returned is not necessarily stressed in the Ytian-

k`an ha-chin, tsa-chti (iieTIJ-Etrt4Årreceti). The original form of the Han-

shan-chi (s71:k21n ) may thus be seen as having been made up by
putting together two well-known stories, that is, the 1`ai-p`ing kuang-

chi (JitZFeeE-'E) and the Ku-han-t`in.a (eeS-ll4).

  However in the Ydian-ch`di-hsuan (Jitptme) version Ch`ao Hsing-sun

(resces.) is portrayed as a government oMcial who arrests robbers,
while his repayment of kindness to his benefactor is also stressed.
Thus, this version is revised according to TsangChin-shu(maffzg()'s

own inclinations.
  Surely, it is difficult to determine the original form and the gen-

eral interest of YUan tsa-chU (rtpt*g), and we have a tendency
to discuss these subjects based on the YUan-ch`U-hsuan (-whpe).
However, in this respect, we need to re-evaluate the importance
of the Ydiar.-k`an leu-chin tsa-chti (jilTIJilrA-mepaj) and the Mo-wang-

kuan ch`ao-hsiao-pen ku-chin tsa-chti (MXSeetzbtfiJzts tiA7 meptJ)•
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III A STUDY ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF
     THE TSUAAI' KAI T`ULZVIG(emrkllnc)

      Ken KOMATSU, Ky6to University

  There are many anonymous historical plays in the YUan-tsa-chU
(jtreutJ). We must treat these plays not as `Lese-drama' but as
the art of the stage. The Tsuan Kai 7`ung (wnpmJme) is the repre-
sentative example of these plays.

  This play lays its foundation on the popular entertainments of
the time. According to the form of the YUan-tsa-chU (jtmeEg), this

play consists of four acts, and the third act is clearly based on the

Ch`den-hsiang-P`ing-hua ch`ien-han-shu hsti-chi (kM2pt$iSft/J ecasftec) -

a historical story which was published in the Chih-chih (Eta)
period of the YUan (ii) dynasty-while the first and second acts
are related to the Chang-t2u-fang mo-tao chi (eeItejdi"s'me:e) which

is contained in the Ching-P`zng-shan-t`ang hua-pen (ms-ZFasMgLA-GJ7ts)-

an anthology of short stories which was published in the Chia-
ching (stts) period in the Ming (Hfi) dynasty.

  By considering the Yttan-tsa-chU (jii-meXU) from the point of view

of its relationship to the popular entertainments of the time, we
shall be able to understand the essence of the YUan-tsa-chU (JiiX
esJ) as the art of the stage.
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